ROCK THAT QUILT BLOCK—Country Crown

ROYAL ENSEMBLE
YARDAGE and PRE-CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
The blocks in this quilt are cut AS YOU GO to allow you to
play with color placement. You should have a minimum of
(6) different coordinating fabrics that you will be mixing
and matching amongst the blocks. The more variety of colors you have, the more interesting your quilt will be.
The constant in the quilt is the background (our cream).
The border should be a multi print that ties all the colors
together.
Please have the suggested number of pre-cut pieces from
the fabrics, so that you can get right to creating the blocks
and then you will cut as you go along.
BACKGROUND (Cream)

Required kit:
Includes foundation paper and reuseable foundation piecing stencil

Total of 2&1/2 yards (Can be one fabric or use a variety of creams!)

To get you started, please cut:
(16)
(8)
(4)
(2)
(16)

3” x 4-1/2” rectangles
2-1/2” x 4-1/2” rectangles
3-1/2” squares cut in half on the diagonal
4-1/2” squares
2-1/2” squares.

BORDER (Stripe)

7/8 yard (Multi print to bring all the colors together)

COLORS! We used (9) different colors cut from “long” quarter yard pieces. You can use 5” strips,
your scraps or purchase some long quarter pieces. They are mix and match. Depending on how much
you use of a specific fabric in the beginning—you may choose to add in a couple more colors later.
From EACH color cut: (to get you started)
(4)
3” x 4-1/2” rectangles
(8)
2-1/2” squares
(8)
2-1/2” x 4-1/2” rectangles
(2)
3-1/2” squares cut in half on the diagonal
You will also need:
Favorite marking tool or What’s My Angle
16” square piece of muslin or batting and some pins to lay out your
pieces to audition colors and placement
Pigma Brush tip pen (to trace stencil onto paper)
Usual quilting workshop supplies
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